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IDeath Notl_ces~are pa~d. an_~;;~~ e~l".ber of the Con~~ me~•s--A.ssociation,
"'9nts arranged b)'. ~ fu~R. s l ~ the Governor's Private Industrial

Councit ; thti Cabell :County Plariz,,ning Commission, and the Silver
' ,,,,,..,.,
I .
Haired Legislature. She was nominated by the State Democratjc Convention as one of the Party's Presi, dential Electoral College members in
1980. Shewas the first recipient of
the Susan B. Anthony award ever
given in Huntington, and the Corma
A. Mowery Award-from the West
_ - Virginia Education Association. She
was a charter member of the Democratic Women's Club of Cabell
_Cou!).ty and served on its Executive
Board for' 14 years. She received a
Distinguished West Virginian
Award-in: 1989 and was active for
many'years in the AFL-CIO. In 1989
'she was made a member of the West
Virgiriia Labor Hall of Fame. She
was preceded in death by her husband, Frank B. Mann. She was sur•
vived by a nephew, Paul Mers of
Chesapeake, Ohio. Flowers will be
welcomed, as well as memorial conpal G. Mann
tributions to Hospice of Huntington.
! OPAL G. MANN, 88, of Hunt- Friends may call from 5 to 7 p.m.
i! gton, W.Va., died Saturday, Monday at Klingel-Carpenter
December 27, 1997 at her residence . . Mortuary.
e was a retired employee of Owens
· I linois Glass Co. in Huntfogton,
.Va. Funeral services will be concted 2 p.m. Tuesday at Klingelrpenter Mortuary with the Rev. ,
ouglas Shepherd officiating. Burial
ill follow in Woodmere Memorial
rial Park. She was born Novemr 3, i909 in Kanawha County,
Na., the daughter of the late
oward ;Pauley andMamie Pe,nngton Pauley. Mrs. Mann served
r community, state_,_and nation
selfishly. She served on the Tri"O.1.C. Board, was a past mem;
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OPAL MANN, JOE CHAFIN, BETTY CHAFIN & VIVIAN SANSOM

This interivew was conducted by Dr.'s Barbara Matz and Francis
Hensley, a series entitled "Our Working Lives." It is conducted with
members of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union and the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union. Items discussed are current
issues for women in the labor movement in West Virginia, piece work,
wages, ~uality of clothing, and the DeCasper Corporation and the
Huntington Dress Factory.
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TAPE 4
LABOR UNION WOMEN
TOPIC:

"Our Working Lives 11

TAPE 4

FH:

1

LUW

This is tape four 0 ah 0 Our Working Lives Interviews, ahu with
Huntington area labor union womeno

This is January 15, 19840

Continuing our discussion with Betty Chafin on the current
problems, current status with the International Ladies Garment
Workers Uniono
BC:

Well, I was identifying Richard Wilks, ah 0 President of the
Southwestern District 0 District Council that had also been, ah 0
instrumental in 0 ah 0 the DeCasper Corporation obtaining the
city and state funds to 0 ah, operate the new businesso
. k

And,

.

ah, I "WJUld thing that there could be a certain amount of
pressure put on the DeCasper Corporation by these various
agencies or organizations to possibly persuade them to accept
the ILGWU (mic or recorder being moved, lot of noise) as their 0
as the bargaining representatives, and I think that will be
their biggest asset 0 ah, I know at one time 0 while I was still
working 0 we even 0 at timeso had government orderso

Ah, we made 0

ah 0 shirtwaist dresses for 0 ah 0 the Airforce and I believe also
for the Army ando ah 0 it 0 s possible that they may 0 you know 0
from time to time 0 ah 0 get government orders, and there are
ways thato you know 0 pressure can be put on companies to conform 0
you knowu to accept 0 not fight the union and I think that that
may be the line they have to take 0 eventually 0 ah 0 once it
becomes a sound company 0 you know 0 financiallyo

Ah 0 it 0 s,

r 0 ve

heard that 0 ah 0 Mrg DeCasper has said that he has everybody back

LUW
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to work that wants to come back and that is not trueo by no
means at this point 0 ah 0 because he has handpicked the people
that he wants back in thereo
FH:

Have any of the, ah 0 let 0 s say the Executive Board Members of
the ILG 0 have any of those women been called back?

BC:

None of the strong union women 0 ah 0 any that served on the
executive board, ah 0 none has been approached about coming back
to work which includes me that 0 s Vice-President of Local 420
and was also Shop Stewart in the shop 0 ah 0 this also includes
Mabel Hayes the President of our local and, aho she was also
shop chairlady that handled all the shop problems 0 and of
course we had our share of run-ins with Mro DeCasper from time
to time 0 ah 0 just upholding our rights.

And 0 ah 0 we nve

remained on good terms with him as a person but apparently as
an employee we must rank at the bottom of the list and 0 ah 0
this is obvious 0 ah 0 what his attitude 0 I think his actions
speaks louder than anythingo

I mean 0 what he has done must

show that he is not for the union or probably does not wish
to have the union back in the planto
way.I can describe ito

To me there is no other

It has to be that way 0 ah 0 we have one 0

one girl Beverly McNeely that 0 ah 0 is working part-time now~ ah 0
she is continuing to keep her dues paid and, ah, serves on the
executive board from Huntington Industries, ah 0 she had, ah 0
got elected to the board shortly before the plant 0 before

TAPE 4
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Huntington Industries went bankrupto

3

She still serves on the

executive board 6 ah 0 we don°t know how much longer this will
be but she does desire her job backo

Recently I think there

was an ad in the paper 0 I didn°t see it 0 ah 0 but saying that 0
ah 0 anyone that wished a job with the DeCasper Corporation was
to go to a job placement agency 0 not the West Virginia placement
agency but a private concern, fill out an application if they
wanted to come back to work or wished a job and, ah 0 Beverly
McNeely did thiso

But she has yet to be called back and she

did tell the woman when she filled out the application that
she thought it would be a waste of her time to fill it out and
the woman said 0
Mro DeCaspero
ago 0

11

11

You fill it out anyway and I will give it to

But as yet 0 and this has been probably a month

and as yet she hasn°t

been called back and she was strong

union 0 ah 0 she stood up for her rights and for the rights of
her co-workers, and, ah 0 most of the people that, that were
strong union I guess you would say or 0 ah 0 that made themselves
aware of the contract and what, you know 0 what 0 what was right
and what was wrong and the proper way of doing something 0 ah 0
none of those 6 very few of those people have been called backo
OM:

Ah 0 Betty 0 did you tell me that 0 ah 0 they had hired someone
from out of the plant?

BC:

They have hired from off the street 0 so to speak 0 people with,

ah 0 no prior employment with either Huntington Industries or

TAPE 4
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Ahr I had heard that they hired an oriental girl that

had never ever worked there before and I don°t know if theyuve
hired any since then 0 ah, I haven°t heard 0 but I do know for
sure that 0 that one had been hired with, you knowu with not
having ever worked there beforeo

S0 0 ch,

I would say as far as

Sam DeCasper 0 s attitude toward the union 0 I would say regardless
of what he says it 0 it must be obvious what his feelings are
and 0 ah, I think thiso ah 0 ouru our ILG representatives are 0
you know I mean they have the sa 0 pretty much the same attitudeo
Now how Mro George feels I don't knowo

I 0 ve been told that

he 0 s,ah 0 for unions and that he had said that he would not keep
the union outo

But this remains to be seen at this point, you

know 0 what will happeno
BM:

Well maybe he doesn't have to do anything as long as DeCasper
is taking care of ito

BC:

Well, I know they are in touch periodically 0 you know 0 our
union representatives ando ah, Mr o DeCasper as well as Mro Georgeo
Now what has been done that I 0 m not aware of at this point 0 I
don°t know 0 ah, everyone certainly hopes that the union will go
back ino

FH:

But you are waiting right now for the company to become more
stable before the union takes any kind of action?

BC:

Yes, financially 0 ah 0 because it does involve 0 ah 0 when you
negotiate 0 ah 0 the company does have to pay into the Health

&
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Welfare fund to provide these benefits for the people such as
thei.r durg card, ah, their weekly health benefits as well as
entitling themu ahu to, ahu use our 0 ah 0 health clinic 0 our
doctor located here in Huntington 0 ah, and, ahu they also
provide optical centers throughout areas and, ah 0 the company
does have to pay and they have to negotiate, you know 0 for
a percentage of the pay, well it 0 s based on your payroll or
your number of employees or whatever o

(JC:

Payroll.)

But,

ah 0 so you can;t, you can°t expect a company that 0 s not
financially stable tou you know 0 to do all these thingso

Ah 0

and, ah, as far as, you know 0 the state money that was supposed
to help them get on their feet you know 0 and continue to operate
and provide jobso
BM:

What kind of a time frame are you thinking that this will take 0
Betty 0 you assume that this is going to take 6 months or

BC:

I would say 6 months to a year probablyo

BM:

What 0 s happening to those union women in the meantime?

BC:

Ah 0 some of them are continuing 0 I don°t know the percentage but
are continuing to keep their dues paid with the hope 0 ah 0 which
they can do this 0 ah, theu ah 0 the union has had to withdraw
benefits available to these people 0 ah 0 because the funds are
becoming depletedo

JC:

Some we go by the amount of years of service in the union shop
from 0 well say around 10 years of service we 0 11 albw them to

6
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pay their dues up to a year and still receive all their benefitso
If you have 10 years built up we allow 0 you can go as much as
2 years but after that that 0 s about as far as we can carry

them 0 and that's put a big d.mi..n on our resourceso
fair

0

But it 0 s only

As long as we can afford to do it we 0 11 continue doing

it because the people, like for example in Huntington Industry
I think the average age there in that shop was 54 years old.
BC:

No, around 45 I'd say, the average age.

JC:

I heard it was in the 50s o

But here's people 55 or older to ·

young for social security or any benefits from the government
and to old to get a job.
far as up to 2 years.

(BM:

Right.)

So we carry them as

That's as far as we can carry them.

Ah, unfortunately it's happened all over the country and that's
one thing that's put a drain on our funds.

But, as it is

today we still continue doing it.
FH:

Are, are these women eligible for unemployment benefits still?

BC:

Ah,

JC:

It's getting close, she's about to run out.

BC:

It, ah, I think, most, you know, a year$

Now it will be a year

in April and with your extended benefits or your Federal
Supplemental Income, ah, most, most of them can go for a year,
ah, following the shutdown of Huntington Industries and, ah,
that's why, ah, I think, you know, Mr. DeCasper had said he
wanted to get everybody back, you know, before their benefits

LUW
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7

But, ah,

with these women that had put in so many years, I mean we had
some women there that had been there 30 yeara.

In fact I think

Mabel had been there 30 or 33 or something like that, and, ah,
you know, women that's been there 20 or 30 years and, ah, maybe
58 years old and if, if the union can go back in then they're
they can continue with their retirement and at age 62, you
know, or 65 pick up their ILGWU retirement

because the retire-

ment was, I mean it's strictly with, you know, with the union.
It comes out of the Health & Welfare package that they get,
you know, that they collect, the percentage from emp]q/ees.
BM:

But if they don't get back and there, carry them because of
their senority for 2 years and they're like 69 at that point,
I mean 59 at that point or 60, do they lose their possibility
of getting their, their pension?

JC:

No, no.

How that works, how that works the retirement is

supposed to be have at least 20 years (BM:
working (BM:

Yeah.) and be

Yeah.) when you come of age to retire and you

get full benefits.

Now you know

which is a Federal law.

you have the

( 20 5)

If for some reason you're not working

when you come of age, you get so much for each year you work.
BM:

O.K.

BC:

(She makes a conment which is inaudible)

JC:

Ah, Mabel's case she's got over 30 years she would probably get
just about the full amount anyway.

But some, they might not,

LUW
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they might have went to work there at just about 35 or 40
(FH:

Mmm hmm) and they went out so he didn't have the 20 years

in, he wouldn't get the full retirement, which is a standard
retirement.

So to get the standard retirement you're supposed

to be working when you come of retirement age.

These people

won't be working so they get so much for each year they put in
in the union shop.

And in some cases it could amount to quite

a few dollars each month.

So it's very important some of them

get back and be working when they retire.
BM:

Is there any kind of, ah, of assistance available, you kmw
they don't qualify for Dislocated Workers, ah, Retraining Funds
is there any kind of help to, to find another job or get some
other kind of training?

JC:

Well, that was TRA and it's not available if, if they could
prove the company went out of business due to imports,

BC:

Strictly due to imports.

JC:

Ah, which wasn't the case with Huntington Industries, in their
case it was bad management.
it from day one.

And he had a history of it he did

He borrowed from Paul to pay Peter since 1945.

Ah, they'd get good and sound and he'd venture into something
else and lose their tail and take it out of the factory,

ah,

unfortunately enoughtfor the people in Huntington Industries.
Now if it was due to imports they have the TRA which is a
government sponsored program and he would have put us into that

LUW
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kind of program but it wasn't available to people theno
BC:

I just, I hope thay can make a success of the company so that
these women that can't get another job for b~ilding retirement
that don't have that much working time left to, to you know,
build a retirement anywhere else, ah, that for their sake, ah,
but a lot of the employees do resent the fact that some are in
there working and they aren't, and, ah, I know they have, ah,
they've went to the unemployment office because they did let
these people when they were doing the volunteer work continue
to draw their unemployment because they weren't receiving pay.
And, ah, they, they resented that, you know, and, ah, they
tried to get, to create problems for the DeCasper Corporation
and my feelings was that they're just going to hurt their
fellow union members, you know.

The ones trat you really want

to hurt, which would be management, they're, you know, they're
going to make out.

You know, it was just, you know, and, ah,

so I hop they can make a success of it, you know, for the sake
of jobs, but, ah,
JC:

While we're still in the garment industry there are a couple of
things I'd like to point out then we move on over to the other
•
ones.

There's 3 or 4 main things I think that's facing our

industry which is really bad not only our industry but several
others.

One for example where companies compete state tos=.ate.

I think that's a very bad practice that states compete for
business.

For example we had, what's the men's clothing here

10
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in town?

BM:

Corbin.

JC:

Corbin, for example, they were fighting for funds for 3
different states - Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia.
gets it.

Kentucky

The first proposal made in West Virginia said look

we'll lend you the 12 million dollars you need at 2% interest--this is just figured off the top of my head, I don't really
know exactly what the fi~ures are- -- and we'll give you tax free
status for 10 years, if you put the shop here and put our people
to work.

Well then, Ohio says, well look we'll give you the

12 million dollars and no interest and won't charge you no
state taxes for 20 years you can put here.
on today.

Not just here but all over.

That's what's going

And who pays for it,

the poor people working in these shops making $3.35 an hour.
They got to pay more taxes because big business is not paying
their share, cause these states are competeing for the business.
That's one thing that's bad.

Number two, we have garment shops

well we can use J.P. Stevens for example, which is a textile
giant in this country which broke mmre laws in the history of
the United States Government or the United States as a whole
and during the whole time all these laws were broken they were
still getting government contractso
business is government contracts.

Better than 50% of their
They make all the clothing

and the sheets and towels and you name it, tents, whatever you

TAPE 4
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can think of for the military, they continue getting them.

We

got a shop, ah, we're working, seve~al shops in our district
we're working on which is constantly breaking labor laws and
ignoring the Federal Laws of this l~nd but yet they still get
government contracts and making money and we spend 10 years in
court fighting them but yet the government still gives them
contracts.

I think that stuff is w ~ong, it's hurting the labor

movement and hurting everyone in the whole and the imports is
killing everybodyo

To me that's the 3 biggest things that we

have as a labor movement right now is killing all the
OM:

But don't you think, Joe, too, that

that easing up on that

bankruptcy law is another?
JC:

I know something has definitely got to be doneo

Like for

example Huntington Tndustries you k~ow, if I get hungry and my
wife and my children don't have not~ing to eat I'm going to
get them some food.

I'm not going ~o hurt nobody but I'm going

to get them something to eat one wa y or another.

Ah, but if I

go steal 4 or 5 loaves of bread you ' re going to put me in jail
for 10 years.

Now you take the owner of Huntington Industry,

he stole our unbn dues, he stole our cancer money, he stole
the Blue Cross

&

Blue Shield money,

he even stole our tax

money they too~ out of our checks, ~laims cha;ter 11 and goes
out and doesn't get one day in jail. •
of dollars he stole.

Talking about millions

This is happe~ing not just in Huntington
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Industry but all over the country and they're all scott-free.
Definitely sornehting's got to be done with the lawso
a big article in the paper about it.

There's

Congress had the whole

year last year, nobody wanted to touch it.
OM:

No, there was an election year corning up o

JC:

Yeah, no one wanted to touch it and it, it's sado
~

to - easy.

It makes it

Of course I'm sure individuals are taking advantage

of it too and it's hurt collection agencies, or Sears, or big
stores which get a charge card, run up big bills and sell them
all off and go on a Carribean Cruise and come back and claim
bankruptcy.

You can get nothing you ain't got nothing seeo

So

you sell what little bit you got and once they got their slates
wiped clean they start out new.

That's definitely wrong.

think it was set up to protect the people, really tried.

I
But

it's been abused and if sornething's abused it should be changed.
FH:

What do you think the, this is really for all of you, ah, the
fact that the government continued to give these contracts to
J. Po Stevens, the fact that, ah, the import quotas ah, not just
in the gament industry but in other industries as well, ah, are
having such a difficult time, ah, getting those quotas raised,
what does this say about the status of the labor union movement
in this country today?

What is happening with the labor movement

of which you all are a part?
BC:

I think just apathy on the, on the, the part of the members where
you don't have the strong unit.y and the dedication.

I think they've
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lost the grass roots, that feeling.
JC:

They have no clout.

Labor movement years ago had clout.

You

go in a shop, you endorse a candidate and your, your members
would go out and back you up vocally as a candidate.

Today

they don't register and if they register they don't go out and
vote so that loses all the clout you have.

You can't raise

money for them and that's one thing that's, we can talk about
briefly.

Years ago we was going to take money out of the

treasury of the unions, internationals, and spend it on
candidates.

Ah, big business has roamed around now they got

that against the law, we can't do it.

We can't take no money

out of the union treasury and use it for contributions toward
political things~

So you have to be, go around for COPE

committees, sell cakes, and whatever you can to raise money,
so the money is not there.

They made a law you could give 10

thousand dollars but who's going to work in a garment factory
and give 10 thousand dollars except everyone in the factory
that beongs to management.

It's a very unfair advantage.

Ah,

the clout is lacking and that's why you're not getting anything
done for your, for your cause and to help your industry.
FH:

You see the clout then as or the lack of clout being traced
back to the membership rather than to outside kinds of things?

OM:

Well, I think a whole lot of it is, ah, a loss of our political
clout.

Ah, and, ah, to me that's one of the most important
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things that we had going for us, was, ah, being able to elect
people that were favorable, ah, to our cause.

Ah, but, ah, ah,

we've lost that political clout that we did have and ah, I've

-~-

got a felling that we have a little bit of hopes of maybe
coming back, ah, this year because so many of our people are
out of jobs and surely to goodness those people won't vote the
same people back in office that have sole us down the river.
But, ah, who knows they, ah, they may do it.
FH:

What do you think happened to the political clout, Opal?

OM:

Well, ah, my views is this, you take a banker that abscons with
a lot of money and they'll bill that article somewhere over in
a page somewhere and it's not very well publicized.

But you

take a union leader that, ah, that makes a mis-step and boy it'll
make banner headlines.

And peqie like, ah, the president of

the Teamsters, you know, that went to prison, and people like
that.

They've hurt the labor movement, ah, and without a doubt,

ah, ah, some of the union has been infiltrated by the Mafia and,
ah, criminal elements ah so it gives all of labor a bad name
and, ah, ah, it's just that, ah, I think that labor movement got
to a place that they were trying to be, ah, decent people, the
majority of them.

But, ah, some of these groups have hurt the

movement, the labor movement and, ah, well I think there's a
lot of things that happened.

Of course the economy right now

is, ah, the most destructive thing for the union because, ah,
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ah, when people need jobs, ah, and they get desperate enough,
they're going to cross the picket line regardless because they're
going to feed ttEir families one way or another.

And of course,

the economy and such and you know you don't hear them talking
about it getting better for,

ah, a lot of these people, ah, at

the lower 0 ch, level, the blue collar workers and so on.

Ah,

it doesn't appear that, that this is going to get any better.
Ah, it looks to me like all these people are going to have to
be retrained and all of this, and we don't have the ~eople in
Washington that will, ah, ah, that are willing to, ah, help do
thato

And, ah, so I, I feel like until we get a cauplete change

of administration in Washington, we're n:t. going, ah, to be able
to make it because I, ah, this Gail Vandercrass from, ah, our
County Commission down here that's on GTA, ah, he was telling
me that right here in Cabell County that, ah, he was pretty
sure that the unemployment was running as high as 25 or 30
percento

And I don't doubt it when you look around and see

how many of these plants is laid off and shut down and retooled
and laid off people who do the retooling and so on, ah, I, I
don't doubt tha;e figures at all, ah, because, ah, I doubt the
figures that come out of Washington because you look around at
all the plants that shut down and, ah, these peqi.e have been
used to living at a certain level and they're having to cut
back and, ah, ah, the stores, you go in stores and, ah, you
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hardly get waited on because they've cut back on their sales
people, ah, and I suppose because they're not making enough
money to hire a lot of salespeople maybe but I don't know what
it is but I know I, I get kind of unhappy when I go to the store
sometimes because you can't find anybody to tell you where things
are.
BC:

I think there's a lot of things that's brought this on.

Well I think it's, as far as the political dout, ah, labor
\' ;

can't deliver the botes it promises because the, the, ah, I
think people have become so disillusioned with politics, ah, I
don't think a lot of pcl.iticians even care anymore whether they
get the labor endorsement because they don't, labor doesn't
deliver the votes.

i know that Bidon that spoke at the

convention
JC:

Senator Bidon :fiom Delaware.

(BM:

Mmm hmm)

BC:

Ah, he said labor is going to have to get off its duff and start
working again and I think it proves that, ah, when Reagan took
so many in the last general election that he took so many of
the industrial states, ah, that, ah, labor endorses that they
can't deliver the votes.

I know I worked, ah, have been active

politically, ah, when I was still in the shop, ah, I've taken
our local politicians in, you know, the labor endorsed candidates.
I escorted a lot of them through our plant and, ah, the women
for the most part, ah, could care less, ah, it was just, ah,
their, tra..r reaction to politics is leave it to someone else,
you know, who cares, and, ah, as far as recruiting workers out
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of the shops to work for candidates that were endorsed by
labor, ah, we couldn't, I mean it was just nill, we couldn't
get any, you know, women they work, they work their 7 hours
they got to go home and feed their kids or feed their husband,
their husband is jealous, they don't want them out at night,
they don't want them involved in anything and, ah, as far as
the women, you know,

in the garment shops there's very little

political participation and
BM:

Did you, excuse me, did you talk with the younger people,
the newer people?

BC:

Ah, you mean the, ah,

BM:

The new people that came in to work that wouldn't participate
in the political

BC:

Well, no not really, ah, it, you know, course we are as we
said before, the average wage,

I mean age of the workers was

around 45 and these were older women and, ah, we've had
difficulties is raising, ah, COPE monies which there again if
the women are, ah, ah, self supporting you know or widows or
for whatever reason, ah, 3 bucks is 3 bucks or whatever they
were asking for or hop~ing to get per member.

You know, ah,

we have always found it very difficult to raise political funds
within

the shop, I mean within the garment shops and, ah, they

were just totally not interested in politics at all or, ah, or
the union's, you know, part in politics and you try to educate
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them you know at local meetings and stuff but, ah, look we need
people in there that are for our causes, you know, that will
see that these necessary bills are passed or the laws are changed
you know, to help us and, ah, they, they just could care less,
and I think it's the apathy.

I know that's the way it was in

my shop.
FH:

Do you think that will have changed now with, ah, that the
recession and the high unemployment will have, when the economy
unemployment will have, when the economy begins its upwardswing,
I hope, I hope?

BC:

I don't know, I, probably most of them blame it on, on the
politicians, ah, you know, ah, the, it may, it may have a real
good affect, you know, in turning their attitude around or it
could be just completely, I mean you know, just, ah, make
them more, make them more, ah, ah, you know, against, against
the politicians.

OM:

I think everybody ought to read the book I'm reading.
the, ah, "Devil's Advocate".

It's

Have you all read, read that?

Ah,

it scared me to death and it talks about these kind of things.
You know, people being apathetic and letting, ah, people grab
power and, ah, ah, I think that's exactly what's happened.
BC:

Well people, I think you know, what I found they were just so
disillusioned with politicians I had, ah, I took, ah, I believe
it was, ah, Representative Nick Joe Rahal through the plant, ah,
one year when he was up for re- election and, ah, one of

my
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coworkers got real smart with me and, ah, she just refused to
talk to him and, ah, ah, some of them would say in the bathroom
"Well I pay their salaries now", you know, when we would be
trying to raise, ah, COPE monies to support our endorsed
candidates, and

ah, "Well I pay their salaries now" you know;

and so many of them weren't even registered to vote, you know,
ah, that, I think as far as women workers, or the ones I
worked with, ah, they were just, ah, absolutely

(END OF SIDE 1).

(START SIDE 2) •
JC:

As 1 was saying I think probably the biggest problem we have
with organized labor is that their members are not educated,
changing times.

I think one of the biggest problems that

organized labor has today is due to success, that we've had for
40 straight years, 30 years, 1940 to 1970.

We made great gains

got just about everything possible to get, then we got to the
point where we couldn't get no more so you go up for a new
contract and just keeping what you got, maybe a cost of living
raise, that's it and the people was saying "The union's no good.
You didn't get me nothing."

They got 13 weeks paid vacation,

you got health funds, welfare and they got this and that and
everyihi..ng going.

There was nothing left and the people weren't

educated about what a union's selling them after they didn't
get them anything else.

We got them too much, in my opinion.

And it got to the point there was nothing left to get them and
they started saying, "Well the union is selling us outo

They're
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not doing their job."

We should have started training the

people years ago, "Look you can only get so much, so many
apples in a barrel and when you get that last one out there's
nothing left in there to get, just hold what we got.
people v.ere never educated to it.
they're not educated to it.

But

Same way with politics,

COPE, which is, I got involved

in back in the 50s and the reason I got involved in it, I was
working at the steel mill at the time and they had a strike
out in Indiana or Illinois, I forget now which one it was, it
was Buckland Steel, I mean they were out something like 20
some weekso

They finally got a good contract and they had

something in that contract that's what everybody stayed out for
and after they went back to work and the State Legislature
convened and they made it against the law for these people to
receive this in this contract so that knocked that out.

That's

when we started COPE in the steel industry, ah,
VS:

What is COPE?

JC:

Political education.

OM:

Committee on Political Education.

JC:

Committee on Political Education.

If you don't spend your

monies wisely, whatever you get at the bargain table you can
lose in laws.
a few dollars.

So you have to work hard at it and spend, spend
Ah, we never educated our people.

I had just

last week, I'm in an area that's practically all Republicans.
I think that's a mistake that unions have done throughout the
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years, strictly backing Democrats.

We've had some good

Republicans throughout the times that I've run into personally.
But we were backing Democrat because he was a Democrat o

We had

one in Maryland, I lived in Maryland years ago, and his name
V

is Senator Bell and he had the best poteing recora in the history
of the State of Maryland for labor .

Had a Joseph Tideing come

in a young Kennedy copycat of some sort .
Dupont fam i ly and labor all backed him .

He was from the
But Senator Bell had

the best voteing records in the history of Maryland for labor .

~- ·

So thy- backed Tideing, Tideing was elected .

Course that was

back in the 50s when the unions had some clout .
didn't last long.

Anyway he

He got, he only lasted one term .

He was

against, ah, ah, the Rifle Association so they got rid of him .
He only lasted one term.
is educate the people.

But the thing we really need to do
Like for example, I just started to

say was, I was down in the southwest corner of Virginia last
week and it's all Republicans in the area.

And as soon as they

hear that ILG or labor is, ah, endorsing Mondale, you know,
they're all upset because they're Republicans.

Now I preach

at them on the level, the state level of government and I had
them just right last week o

Which is, probably

what happened

to them is only fair but throughout the years the people's been
there, and this is an old organized shop and they have some fine
benefits.

If you get 3 or 4 weeks paid vacation, they pay you

in July, when they shut down in July.

Then come Christmastime

they're off with their families.

Throughout the past they could

draw unemployment while they're off.
it.
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Said, "You're double dippingo"

they were really mad.
we need COPE."

This year the State stopped
Which really they are.

But

I said, "Well that's one of the reasons

I said, "Just the State of West Virginia they

put a

on it.

you got rid of it.

You had it, you fought it,

But they're fighting to get it back now o

Not only that you're paying taxes on your unemr:oyment, you
never have before.
now."

they're taxing it

(94-95)

I said, "That's the things we need COPE monies for, to

fight."

So that opened their eyes just by not drawing unemploy-

ment for that one week, so little things like that help a lot.
But we have to educate the people and, you know, you can go
on and on and on you know take, educating is one thing, getting
morey from them is one thing, like I tell them;
go out and vote you lose everything.
and then you don't vote.
dollars.

I don't want your 3 dollars

I'd just as soon you keep your

3

Give an example like McGovern County, Maryland, which

is the richest county in the country.
D. C.

but if you don't

It's right outside of

That's where all your senators live and all your big

backers and so forth and so on.

And they have a 98% registered

in the county and they have about a 95% vote.

The rich people

vote and the poor people stay home and cry.
FH:

Is labor making, ah, an effort in, in this election to register
members?
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JC:

Yeso

BC:

Yes.

FH:

A real effort to register and then to, ah, facilitate voteing
like the League of Women Voters goes and picks up people and
takes them to the polls?

OM:

Well now

BC:

Yeah, you're talking about busing them to the polls.

OM:

The League of Women Voters didn't do the picking up it was
our labor group that the League of Women Voters would give, ah,
our telephone number and our labor people went and picked up
people.

Ah, so the League of Women Voters took credit for

sorething, ah, that they only took the calls and then they
called us, ah, so, ah, ah, really (chuckles) they didn't do,
didn't put their money where their mouth was.
FH:

And, ah, ah,

You mean there was amlationship be-t-..een the League of Women
Voters and what labor group?

OM:

Ah, the Huntington District Labor Council at that time was
what it was called but now it's Southwester, ah,

(128)

Courril, and, ah, now, ah, I think that a lot of groups are really,
ah, like, ah, the Democrat Committee, is really, ch, some of them,
since this postcard registration came in, they're making a big
effort to, ah, get people registered.

Ah, our Democ.1a: Women's
V

Club has got, ah, a woman that's over boters
regi..stration and
I
we're going to try, ah, to get people registeredo

The fact of

the matter is I registered the girl next door and contacted the
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people across the street because they're not registered and, ah,
I'm a notary and, ah, so, ah, I've got some cards and I'm trying
to register everybody that I can find that's not registered.
But, ah, and I've offered my services to, ah, any group that
wants to, to, ah, help get people
know, ah, as a notary.

registered.

So, ah, you

A lot of us really feel strongly - about - -

the, ah, ah, political situation and, ah, we feel strongly
that, ah, as Joe said, that anything that's negoticated in a
union contract can be taken away by law overnight.

And, ah,

although I'm retired I still want to see the people have an
opportunity to work and I want to see them have, ah, ah, decent
working conditions.
JC:

I'm waiting for the day __(~1_5_4_-_1_5_5_.(_l_o_t_o_f_n_o~i_·s.._;,.e~)~)_ _ _ _ __
because the women are majority in this country.

The women own

the majority of wealth in this country but they always take a
back seat.

I hope I live long enough that they get out and

vote and use the power that they have, cause they should be
running this country, really.
BM:

What would describe our, certainly problems that affect women
in terms of the union, but they aren't, they certainly aren't
exclusively women's problems, you know, do you see anything
that is a particular problem for women in the union or a
particular opportunity for women in the union?

JC:

Well there's plenty of opportunities for women in the uniono
think it still goes back to grass roots that you're still in

I
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your minds I think they get it, from day one you start to
school, the school system has got to be changed.

I know the

whole time I went through public shcools, high school, not one
thing did I read about labor unions.

I read about the history

of Russia and the history of England and the history of Germany
and France.
this country.

Nothing about the history of the labor movement in
And I don't think today I asked my son who's

graduated from High School if he's had anything about it.
might get some in college if you take that course.

You

There is

nothing about the history of the labor movement in this country
in public s:hools, which it definitely should be in thre cause
I think the labor union made this country what it is today.

Ah,

same way with women, they get put in a stereotype position and
they sit back and their husbands are put in a sterotype of she's
supposed to do what he tells her to do and so on.

They've got

a very important role to play and so if they get off that apron
and get out in the street ands::art playing it, we're going to
stay like we are cause they do have the majority of the people
in this country are women and they own the majority of the
money.

They outlive men and everything else and there's, it's

proven they've got just as much smarts if not more than the
men do and they should be doing the job and they're not cause
they're not getting out in the street.
I don't know.

Now whose fault it is

BC:
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Why I think it goes back to the fact that, ah, if, in most
all cases a working woman is holding down 2 jobs.

She, she's

getting paid fo+ one but she's holding down 2 jobs.

Her spare

time is so limited that, ah, -they can't participate and alot of
times and things trey would like to participate in that are
good worthy causes but they don't have the time because they
have husbands and children and, ah, housewrk and, ah, all
these other things to do that they don't have the time to
.

.

devote to caused that they, I know that's what I found that,
ah, ah, when they get off work they go home.

That's it.

And

ah, they just don't have the time to devote.
FH:

Now if, if you had to describe a typical woman activist in
the labor movement, say for instance what would her marital
status be, what would her age be, from what you said

BC:

Ah, I would say probably around 40 years old, ah, with, ah,
a sympathetic husband say that would be either, ah, a union
person himself or also involved, of course as Joe and I both
are, ah, a husband that would be sympathetic to her spending
time away :fiom the home, ah, and, ah, a husband that would be
willing to share the home chores to enable her to partic:ipite
in these things, and, ah, ah, that doesn't exist in very many
cases.

A lot of, ah, most of the women that, ah, that we had

on the executive board, ah, I'd say 3 of them aresingle and,
ah, the ones that were married are so limited to, ah, say if
participating in somethi.ng that would require a trip, say to
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participate in a convention which are necessary, within7 your
own union as well as, ah, State Federation, ah, functions,
conventions, and things and, ah, very often that, ah, it, nobody
wanted to go because their husbands would object or they couldn't
you know, take the time away from home to be away from home 2
or 3 days or the time required and, ah, I think to have all
these things, like I said, is very seldom that, that the ideal
situation exists and, ah, we're, you know, it, a woman feels
guilty too if she, you know, if she takes time away from home,
you know, where she should be at home doing this or away from
her children or whatever.
JC:

Well that gets back to education again.

If she's started out

in school that she should have the same opportunities that a
man does and she should follow her concious or whatever as
she's going~through life, she should be able to do it just
like a man.

But they don't pursue it because they're not

trained that way (BC & JC talking at once)
BC:

••• well the men aren't trained that way either.

JC:

••• down everything else.

BC:

I mean the, th~ most often the husband even, ah, I'm sure Joe
had run up against it, even though the husbands are actually,
ah, union members themselves they still resent their wives
being active in anything.

And so often, ah, a family will

determine even whether, ah, one would run for an office within
the local or whatevero

That, if it requires time away from the
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home, you know, and this, say even we would need to elect a
shop stuart or whatever and we would stress, you know, that,
ah, her duties would be confined to the shop and working hours
that it wouldn't require anything, you know, any, any outside
time that, that wouldn't involve her leisure time.
FH:

What about young women?

Ah, Vivian and I were talking abrut

this the other day, ah, ah, the attitude of just, of women
just entering the shop or just entering the, ah, the job.
What's their attitude as, as union members or as political
union members?
JC:

Well my expeience they're completely oblivious to what's going
on.

They don't know nothing about politics.

nothing about the unbn.

They don't know

They come in here as a new worker

and they don't know nothing.
VS:

They just have their own gripes and they want that settled
regardless of anything ase.

JC:

That goes back to education.
getting it.

They don't get it.

They're not

Not only the female, the male's not either.

I've

made house calls when I was organizing the union and the
woman said, "Oh God, please leave before my husband gets hereo
I'll sign a card.

I'll sign it in the shop.

I definitely

want to belong to the union but if my husband finds out about
it he'll beat the heck out of me."
committee and I'd feel real bad.
Virginia a few years back.

I've had people on my
I was up in Martinsburg, West

I had the labor board in because we
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had some child cha~s filed against the company so you had to
give a statement to the labor board and of course we had so
many people in it takes time to get affidavids and she called
her house said, "It's running a little bit later.
home as soon as possible."

I'll be

Anyway next day she doesn't

work and she doesn't come in the next day, say she's sick.
Three days later I seen her she's still black and blue u and
that's some of the conditions that, you know, women find; and
it's a shame.

That real~; it tore my heart apart to see her.

Her eye was black and her lips were still swollen, you know,
and it's awful that still happens so much.

You don't think it

exists anymore, same as it was back in the 40s.

You get back

in the rural areas and you'll see it cause it's lack
education in those parts.
BC:

of

(PAUSE)

But as far as the young people I think, ah, I think there again
is where unions are, or the labor movement is losing.

It is

because the young ~eople are not dedicated.
BM:

They take it for granted?

BC:

Yeah, ah, that's the apathy I talked about or if, ah, let
someone else do the work as long as I get my, ah, you know, as
long as I'm taken care of,
anything.
you know.

you know, I don't have to do

And I heard this in the shop too, "Well I pay dues",
And, ah

BM:

It's "I pay my dues"?

BC:

Yeah, right.
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Well, I, I'm just baseing on some of the things you said, Betty,
ah, I'm curious about what all of you think the relationship is
between women unionists and the women's movemento

If

you think

if you, if you, if it's been your experience that women who are
active in, ah, in the labor movement see themselves as, as, ah,
related to the women's movement or as feminists or,

have you,

have you noticed that link or is there a link?
BC:

Yeah, I th:irk so.

I've had the ERA come up to me, by my

ex-husband Ollie and he threw it up to me that, ah, ah, and he
was active in the labor movement too.

And, ah, I had it thrown

up to me that, that, ah, and I resented, you know, the, because
I haven't gone out for, you know, I don't fight for ERA .

I'm

certainly sympathetic, you know, but simply because I was
becoming active, you know, and had a voice in things and
participated in things, you know, and you become a little
independent or, ah, stand up for yourself more I guess, you
know, and you question things or whatever, the more involved
you get, you know, the freer you get or, you know, you feel like
that you rare a right to, ah, stand up for something or stand up
for yourself or whatever, you know.
OM:

And I see a definite link .

I feel the same way, ah, ah, I, ah, ah, I think that, ah, due
to the fact that I became so involved in the union was,ah, sort
of opened my eyes and I started looking around and really saw,
ah, what was ~appening.

And I think that you have to have a

little bit of age on you before you really begin to, to, ah,
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I think that, ah, in young women, ah, in all

probabilities their love affairs blind them (laughter in background)
to, ah, what is really happening to them, I !eally feel that way.
And after that newness wears off well then they begin looking
around and begin seeing that they have, ah,
lost something.

(chuckles) they've

And, ah, I think that they have to go through

that stage.
BC:

Well I think it's like, ah, I preached to a step-daughter I
had, ah, that so often with, ah,

~

you're a child and you're

under the rule of your parents and then you go to school and
you're under the rule of your teachers, you know, or you still
have to go to school, ~u know, you have rules to abide by and
say especially in a girl, ah, then she ge~married, you know,
shortly after school or immediata.y after school, then she comes
under the rule of her husband and she never really knows
independence as a person should or doesn't, wouldn't appreciate
it, you know, ah, and, ah, so you, you go, you know, from
somebody else, belonging to someone else and being ruled by
someone else and then, of course like Opal said, you have to
get a certain age on you and a certain amount of experience
behind you before you become independent and I think that,
that, ah, the, as far as the labor movement it has given women
more independence er, you know, ah, I'd say all of our members
that were strong union members was strong women to start with.
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I mean it was, you know, that they we:en't afraid to speak out
or, ah, you know, try to seek independence or recognition to
say 'Hi, I'm a person,
sex but

r

I may be female', you know,

'the weaker

still have a right to be heard', you know,

'to do

my thing ' •
VS:

Yeah but didn't you fei that the, ah, ah, person was more
outspoken andmore involved out of your local union and gave of
their time, were the people that you could depend on, on
anything that came up on the political issue or what have you
than the younger people that you couldn't even talk to that
wanted to get paid for everything that they did?

BC:

Oh

yeah, or expecting something for nothing.

VS:

I think that's what's ruined the COPE program as such, you
know, back for a few years because us older ones, we did our
volunteer work, never even thought about getting paid and all
these younger ones come in and they want, they want to get
paid for it.

And I, you were talking about getting involved,

when I went to work, ah, I, the first thing I did was start
going to the union meetings, and then, ah, I went to school at
Morgantown under the Labor Institute and, ah, Opal was in the
group and that was back in 59, early 60s

(OM:

Fifty-nine, early

60s) and that first year I went to school, which was in June or
July, I put in a hundred volunteer hours working on card files.
My husband never said anything.

The only thing that he ever

told me during the years that I put volunteer hours in was,
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"Get your rest".

He said you, he never did say you can't go

to this or you can't go to that because I'd defy him (laughter)
I would have, because I just felt, you know, . cause I didn't
get paid for all this and I did it because I wanted to do it.
OM:

I think that, ah, that you and I are the two (laughingly)
volunteeringest volunteers in the country.

BC:

(Laughter)

Maybe you all were just trying to get away from someihi.ng (OM: No)
or to hide form something, you know.

VS:

No, no we were always busy, always doing somehting.

OM:

I used to get o~f from work and I wouldn't even go home.

~-

I'd

go down to the labor council and work till, ah,
VS:

Mmrn hmm, I've done that lots of times.

OM:

Ten or eleven o'clock at night.

BC:

Well see, there again it goes back that when you have, ah, young
people corning in to the shops or factories or whatever, they are
more likely to have small children and be confined even more to
the home placeo

Rather than, than say your rniddleaged or on,

you know, and they don't have, they don't, ah, th:ir mind is so
busy taking care of necessities, you know, that there isn't any
time left.

I know when my children was small and I was working,

ah, I was lucky if I read the newspaper.

You know, I mean it

was things I had to make priorities and, ah, it, my priorities
was my home and children and my job.

And I didn't become active

in the, I had worked for several years, ah, probably 10 or 12
years before I became active in the union.
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Well I, ah, see I d.dn't have any family and, ah, my husband was
in service and, ah, gone most of the time, ah, so I, I, you
know, I didn't have that kind of a problem .

Vivian had a husband

that was, ah, agreeable, ah, to her working and he, he was very
helpful,

I think.

Ah, Vivian told me he used to do a lot of

the cooking and these kind of things, ah, in other words he was
a man to be, ah, praised .

So, ah, ah, we had an advantage over

the majority of the women I think and, ah,
VS :

And my mother- in - law took care of my baby, a boy .

OM :

And most of our women, ah, from, ah, that was active in the
union was either women like me that had no, ah, practically
had no husbands or, ah, or widows, ah, I think that, ah, Emma
Lou was the only one that was, ah, very active in the unbn
that did have a husband.

Ah, and of course I had Frank until

he died but he died in the early part of the 6Os so I didn't
have him after that .

So, ah

VS:

So it does, that bears out what I said that, ah

OM :

That makes, ah, that makes,
of an opportunity.

FH :

a,, what, you know, give you more

(pause)

Well I'm still, I'm still, ah, back on this ideacgain because it,
it is striking that, that all of you, ah, come across as very
strong, determined women and, ah, again, ah, I'm curious about
what you, when the women's movement did come along, how you felt
about it, if you saw yourself in the movement or if it was
outside you if it spoke to you at all as women workers?
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There was a few

things, you know, early on like burning their bras and some of
these (VS:

(laughingly)

I didn't go for that either) ah, silly

things you know, there was one or two things I didn't agree
with them on, ah, like quotas, you know, ah, in other words,
ah, the first, the last hired the first out, you know, and
some of those things.

I've got to much union in me to, ah,

see them destroy my senority.
I thought it was great.

Ah, and, ah, but on the whole

I thought it was great to see the

women, ah, ah, starting to, ah, realize, ah, what was happening
to them and, ah, ah, I think I was very happy about it.
BC :

(chuckles)

I've always felt positive about it, especially where there's
such discrimination in, ah, wages, ah, for same jobs performed,
ah, same capabilities, ah, same, ah, ah, smarts if you want
to call it, you know.
discrimination and,

But where there has been such

a,, I would say I am a feminist or whatever.

You know, ah, ah, that doesn't show (laughs) but I've always
been sympathetic too, some of the stuff was ridiculous.

Now I

certainly don't want to be a man, I enjoy the contrast, you
know, in certain area~ (laughter)

But, ah, if I was performing

a job alongside a man and, ah, doing the same type of work, I
would certainly expect the same type pay and I think where
they've come in that prnsibly the only thing is l:urting dependant
women with children that, they've caused some of the laws to be
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changed that, ah, I think cases, it should be where, cases
should be, ah, lawsuites in case of divorces or whatever, you
know where exceptions can be made, ah, with laws or rules you
know, that, ah, where women can, where they carry, you know,
ERA has carried so far that, ah, like, ah, child support you
know and different areas that, I think they have hurt women in
some areas is wht: I'm trying to say.
I'd say is good.
anyway.

It's been the best thing of my, ah, lifetime

I still think they have a lot of work to do.

And I'll helpo
VS:

But the overall picture

{pause)

(chuckles)

I think the best thing that they could do is to have their own
group to have, I cbn't know how I can say this, have lawyers
that could go in and help people instead of this ERA andlHuman
Rights because they are so slow and 9 times out of 10 they
won't help anyway.
people.

They should have their own lawyers to help

Somebody that you could go to and talk to.

OM:

Are you speaking of the women's groups?

VS:

Mmm hmm.

OM:

Ah,

FH:

I think Vivian is talking specifically about some experiences

(lengthy pause)

that she's had with the ERA and, ah, the Human Rights Commission
trying to file suits after the grievence procedure have been
inadequate within the plant.

Trying to file, ah, a suit, which

is, which can be very time consuming.
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Like filing charges with the labor board.

BC:

It becomes so dragged out.

JC:

Filing charges with the labor board it take~ you an average
now of 5 years to get it taken care of.
(End of TAPE 4)

(End of side 2)
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BETTY CHAFIN, JOE CHAFIN, OPAL MANN, & VIVIAN SANSOM
I

Ms. Chafin begins the interview giving an overview of the current
problems and current status with the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union. Mentioned is the DeCasper Corporation and it's
management of the Huntington Dress Factory. She speaks about the
labor movement, working wages and the garment industry
competition. She concludes the interview discussing the Human
Rights Commission, ERA and lawsuits and discrimination cases.
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This is tape four 0 ah 0 Our Working Lives Interviews, ah 0 with
Huntington area labor union womeno

This is January 15, 19840

Continuing our discussion with Betty Chafin on the current
problems, current status with the International Ladies Garment
Workers Uniono
BC:

Well, I was identifying Richard Wilks, ah 0 President of the
Southwestern Districto District Council that had also been, ah 0
instrumental in 0 ah 0 the DeCasper Corporation obtaining the
city and state funds to 0 ah, operate the new businesso

And,

ah, I 'v.Ould thin~ that there could be a certain amount of
pressure put on the DeCasper Corporation by these various
agencies or organizations to possibly persuade them to accept
the ILGWU (mic or recorder being moved, lot of noise) as their,
as the bargaining representatives, and I think that will be
their biggest asset 0 ah, I know at one time 0 while I was still
working 0 we even 0 at times 0 had government orderso

Ah, we made,

ah 0 shirtwaist dresses for 0 ah 0 the Airforce and I believe also
for the Army and 0 ah 0 it 0 s possible that they may 0 you know,
from time to time 0 ah 0 get government orders, and there are
ways thato you know 0 pressure can be put on companies to conform,
you knowo to accept 0 not fight the union and I think that that
may be the line they have to take 0 eventually 0 ah 0 once it
becomes a sound company 0 you know 0 financiallyo

Ah 0 it's, I've

heard that 0 ah 0 Mro DeCasper has said that he has everybody back
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to work that wants to come back and that is not trueu by no
means at this point 0 ah 0 because he has handpicked the people
that he wants back in thereo
FH:

Have any of the, ah 0 let 8 s say the Executive Board Members of
the ILG 0 have any of those women been called back?

BC:

None of the strong union women 0 ah 0 any that served on the
executive board, ah 0 none has been approached about coming back
to work which includes me that 0 s Vice-President of Local 420
and was also Shop Stewart in the shop 0 ah 0 this also includes
Mabel Hayes the President of our local and, ah 0 she was also
shop chairlady that handled all the shop problems 0 and of
course we had our share of run-ins with Mro DeCasper from time
to timeo aho just upholding our rights.

And 0 ah 0 we 1 ve

remained on good terms with him as a person but apparently as
an employee we must rank at the bottom of the list and 0 ah,
this is obvious 0 ah 0 what his attitude 0 I think his actions
speaks louder than anythingo

I mean 0 what he has done must

show that he is not for the union or probably does not wish
to have the union back in the planto
way . I can describe ito

To me there is no other

It has to be that way 0 ah 0 we have one,

one girl Beverly McNeely that 0 ah 0 is working part-time now, ah,
she is continuing to keep her dues paid and, ah, serves on the
executive board from Huntington Industries, ah 0 she had, ah,
got elected to the board shortly before the plant 0 before
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She still serves on the

executive board 0 ah 0 we don°t know how much longer this will
be but she does desire her job backo

Recently I think there

was an ad in the paper 0 I didn°t see it 0 ah 0 but saying that 0
ah 0 anyone that wished a job with the DeCasper Corporation was
to go to a job placement agency 0 not the West Virginia placement
agency but a private concern, fill out an application if they
wanted to come back to work or wished a job and, ah 0 Beverly
McNeely did thiso

But she has yet to be called back and she

did tell the woman when she filled out the application that
she thought it would be a waste of her time to fill it out and
the woman said 0 "You fill it out anyway and I will give it to
Mr

0

DeCaspero"

But as yet 0 and this has been probably a month

ago 0 and as yet she hasn°t

been called back and she was strong

union 0 ah 0 she stood up for her rights and for the rights of
her co-workers, and, ah 0 most of the people that, that were
strong union I guess you would say or 0 ah 0 that made themselves
aware of the contract and what, you know 0 what 0 what was right
and what was wrong and the proper way of doing somethingo aho
none of those 0 very few of those people have been called backo
OM:

Ah 0 Betty 0 did you tell me that 0 ah 0 they had hired someone
from out of the plant?

BC:

They have hired from off the street 0 so to speak 0 people with,
ah 0 no prior employment with either Huntington Industries or
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AhQ I had heard that they hired an oriental girl that

had never ever worked there before and I don°t know if they 9 ve
hired any since then 0 ah, I haven°t heard 0 but I do know for
sure thato that one had been hired with, you know 0 with not
having ever worked there beforeo

S0 0 ch, I would say as far as

Sam DeCasper 9 s attitude toward the union 0 I would say regardless
of what he says it 0 it must be obvious what his feelings are
ando ah, I think thiso ah 0 ouro our ILG representatives are 0
you know I mean they have the sa 0 pretty much the same attitude.
Now how Mro George feels I don't knowo

I've been told that

he's,ah 0 for unions and that he had said that he would not keep
the union outo

But this remains to be seen at this point, you

know 0 what will happeno
BM:

Well maybe he doesn 9 t have to do anything as long as DeCasper
is taking care of ito

BC:

Well, I know they are in touch periodically 0 you know 0 our
union representatives and 0 ah, Mro DeCasper as well as Mro George.
Now what has been done that I 0 m not aware of at this point 0 I
donat know 0 ah, everyone certainly hopes that the union will go
back ino

FH:

But you are waiting right now for the company to become more
stable before the union takes any kind of action?

BC:

Yes, financially 0 ah 0 because it does involve 0 ah 0 when you
negotiate 0 ah 0 the company does have to pay into the Health

\
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Welfare fund to provide these benefits for the people such as
thei.r durg card, ah, their weekly health benefits as well as
entitling themo aho to, ah 0 use our 0 ah 0 health clinic 0 our
doctor located here in Huntington 0 ah, and, ah 0 they also
provide optical centers throughout areas and, ah 0 the company
does have to pay and they have to negotiate, you know 0 for
a percentage of the pay, well itis based on your payroll or
your number of employees or whatevero

(JC:

Payroll.)

But,

ah 0 so you can't, you can 1 t expect a company that 0 s not
financially stable to 0 you know 0 to do all these thingso

Aht

and, ah, as far as, you know 0 the state money that was supposed
to help them get on their feet you know 0 and continue to operate
and provide jobsa
BM:

What kind of a time frame are you thinking that this will take,
Betty 0 you assume that this is going to take 6 months or

BC:

I would say 6 months to a year probablyo

BM:

What 8 s happening to those union women in the meantime?

BC:

Ah 0 some of them are continuing 0 I don°t know the percentage but
are continuing to keep their dues paid with the hope 0 ah 0 which
they can do this 0 ah, the 0 ah 0 the union has had to withdraw
benefits available to these people 0 ahu because the funds are
becoming depleteda

JC:

Some we go by the amount of years of service in the union shop
from 0 well say around 10 years of service we 0 11 aibw them to
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pay their dues up to a year and still receive all their benefitsQ
If you have 10 years built up we allow 0 you can go as much as
2 years but after that that 0 s

about as far as we can carry

them 0 and that's put a big dmi.n on our resourceso

But it 0 s only

As long as we can afford to do it we 0 11 continue doing

fairo

it because the people, like for example in Huntington Industry
I think the average age there in that shop was 54 years old.
BC:

No, around 45 I'd say, the average age.

JC:

I heard it was in the 50so

But here's people 55 or older to :

young for social security or any benefits from the government

-

and to old to get a job.
far as up to 2 years.

(BM:

Right.)

So we carry them as

That's as far as we can carry them.

Ah, unfortunately it's happened all over the country and that's
one thing that's put a drain on our funds.

But, as it is

today we still continue doing it.
FH:

Are, are these women eligible for unemployment benefits still?

BC:

Ah,

JC:

It's getting close, she's about to run out.

BC:

It, ah,

I think, most, you know, a year.

Now it will be a year

in April and with your extended benefits or your Federal
Supplemental Income, ah, most, most of them can go for a year,
ah, following the shutdown of Huntin;ton Industries and, ah,
that's why, ah, I think, you know, Mr. DeCasper had said he
wanted to get everybody back, you know, before their benefits
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But, ah,

with these women that had put in so many years, I mean we had
some women there that had been there 30 years.

In fact I think

Mabel had been there 30 or 33 or something like that, and, ah,
you know, women that's been there 20 or 30 years and, ah, maybe
58 years old and if, if the union can go back in then they're
they can continue with their retirement and at age 62, you
know, or 65 pick up their ILGWU retirement

.because the retire-

ment was, I mean it's strictly with, you know, with the union.
It comes out of the Health & Welfare package that they get,
you know, that they collect, the percentage from empqees.
BM:

But if they don't get back and there, carry them because of
their senority for 2 years and they're like 69 at that point,
I mean 59 at that point or 60, do they lose their possibility
of getting their, their pension?

JC:

No, no.

How that works, how that works the retirement is

supposed to be have at least 20 years
working (BM:

(BM:

Yeah.) and be

Yeah.) when you come of age to retire and you

get full benefits.

Now you know

which is a Federal law.

you have the ___(~2_0_5_).______ ,

If for some reason you're not working

when you come of age, you get so much for each year you work.
BM:

O.K.

BC:

(She makes a conmnt which is inaudible)

JC:

Ah, Mabel's case she's got over 30 years she would probably get
just about the full amount anyway.

\

But some, they might not,
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they might have went to work there at just about 35 or 40
(FH:

Mrnm hmm) and they went out so he didn't have the 20 years

in, he wouldn't get the full retirement, which is a standard
retirement.

So to get the standard retirement you're supposed

to be working when you come of retirement age.

These people

won't be working so they get so much for each year they put in
in the union shop.

And in some cases it could amount to quite

a few dollars each month.

So it's very important some of them

get back and be working when they retire.
BM:

Is there any kind of, ah, of assistance available, you krow
they don't qualify for Dislocated Workers, ah, Retraining Funds
is there any kind of help to, to find another job or get some
other kind of training?

JC:

Well, that was TRA and it's not available if, if they could
prove the company went out of business due to imports,

BC:

Strictly due to imports.

JC:

Ah, which wasn't the case with Huntington Industries, in their
case it was bad management.
it from day one.

And he had a history of it he did

He borrowed from Paul to pay Peter since 1945.

Ah, they'd get good and sound and he'd venture into something
else and lose their tail and take it out of the factory, ah,
unfortunately enoughf~6r the people in Huntington Industries.
Now if it was due to imports they have the TRA which is a
government sponsored program and he would have put us into that

\
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kind of program but it wasn't available to people theno
BC:

I just, I hope thay can make a success of the company so that
these women that can't get another job for building retirement
that don't have that much working time left to, to you know,
build a retirement anywhere else, ah, that for their sake, ah,
but a lot of the employees do resent the fact that some are in
there working and they aren't, and, ah, I know they have, ah,
they've went to the unemployment office because they did let
these people when they were doing the volunteer work continue
to draw their unemployment because they weren't receiving pay .
And, ah, they, they resented that, you know, and, ah, they
tried to get, to create problems for the DeCasper Corporation
and my feelings was that they're just going to hurt their
fellow union members, you know.

The ones trat you really want

to hurt, which would be management, they're, you know, they're
going to make out.

You know, it was just, you know, and, ah,

so I hop they can make a success of it, you know, for the sake
of jobs, but, ah,
JC:

While we're still in the garment industry there are a couple of
things I'd like to point out then we move on over to the other
ones.

There's 3 or 4 main things I think that's facing our

industry which is really bad not only our industry but several
others.

One for example where companies compete state to s::ate.

I think that's a very bad practice that states compete for
business.

For example we had, what's the men's clothing here

\
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in town?
BM:

Corbin.

JC:

Corbin, for example, they were fighting for funds for 3
different states - Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia.
gets it.

Kentucky

The first proposal made in West Virginia said look

we'll lend you the 12 million dollars you need at 2% interest--this is just figured off the top of my head, I don't really
know exactly what the fi~ures are---and we'll give you tax free
status for 10 years, if you put the shop here and put our people
to work.

Well then, Ohio says, well look we'll give you the

12 million dollars and no interest and won't charge you no
state taxes for 20 years you can put here.
on today.

Not just here but all over.

That's what's going

And who pays for it,

the poor people working in these shops making $3.35 an hour.
They got to pay more taxes because big business is not paying
their share, cause these states are competeing for the business.
That's one thing that's bad.

Number two, we have garment shops

well we can use J.P. Stevens for example, which is a textile
giant in this country which broke mIDre laws in the history of
the United States Government or the United States as a whole
and during the whole time all these laws were broken they were
still getting government contractso
business is government contracts.

Better than 50% of their
They make all the clothing

and the sheets and towels and you name it, tents, whatever you
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can think of for the military, they continue getting them.

We

got a shop, ah, we're working, several shops in our district
we're working on which is constantly breaking labor laws and
ignoring the Federal Laws of this land but yet they still get
government contracts and making money and we spend 10 years in
court fighting them but yet the government still gives them
contracts.

I think that stuff is wrong, it's hurting the labor

movement and hurting everyone in the whole and the imports is
killing everybodyo

To me that's the 3 biggest things that we

have as a labor movement right now is killing all the
OM:

But don't you think, Joe, too, that

that easing up on that

bankruptcy law is another?
JC:

I know something has definitely got to be doneo

Like for

example Huntington Tndustries you know, if I get hungry and my
wife and my children don't have nothing to eat I'm going to
get them some food.

I'm not going to hurt nobody but I'm going

to get them something to eat one way or another.

Ah, but if I

go steal 4 or 5 loaves of bread you're going to put me in jail
for 10 years.

Now you take the owner of Huntington Industry,

he stole our uni:::>n dues, he stole our cancer money, he stole
the Blue Cross & Blue Shield money, he even stole our tax
money they too~ out of our checks, claims ch~er 11 and goes
out and doesn't get one day in jail.
of dollars he stole.

\
\
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Industry but all over the country and they're all scott-free.
Definitely some?ting's got to be done with the lawso
a big article in the paper about it.

There 1 s

Congress had the whole

year last year, nobody wanted to touch it.
OM:

No, there was an election year coming upo

JC:

Yeah, no one wanted to touch it and it, it's sado
n

to " easy.

It makes it

Of course I'm sure individuals are taking advantage

of it too and it's hurt collection agencies, or Sears, or big
stores which get a charge card, run up big bills and sell them
all off and go on~ Carribean Cruise and come back and claim
bankruptcy.

You can get nothing you ain't got nothing seeo

So

you sell what little bit you got and once they got their slates
wiped clean they start out new.

That's definitely wrong.

think it was set up to protect the people, really tried.

I
But

it's been abused and if something's abused it should be changed.
FH:

What do you think the, this is really for all of you, ah, the
fact that the government continued to give these contracts to
J. Po Stevens, the fact that, ah, the import quotas ah, not just
in the garnent industry but in other industries as well, ah, are
having such a difficult time, ah, getting those quotas raised,
what does this say about the status of the labor union movement
in this country today?

What is happening with the labor movement

of which you all are a part?
BC:

I think just apathy on the, on the, the part of the members where
you don't have the strong unity and the dedication.

I think they've
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lost the grass roots, that feeling.

JC:

They have no clout.

Labor movement years ago had clout.

You

go in a shop, you endorse a candidate and your, your members
would go out and back you up vocally as a candidate.

Today

they don't register and if they register they don't go out and
vote so that loses all the clout you have.

You can't raise

money for them and that's one thing that's, we can talk about
briefly.

Years ago we was going to take money out of the

treasury of the unions, internationals, and spend it on
candidates.

Ah, big business has roamed around now they got

that against the law, we can't do it.

We can't take no money

out of the union treasury and use it for contributions toward
political thingso

So you have to be, go around for COPE

committees, sell cakes, and whatever you can to raise money,
so the money is not there.

They made a law you could give 10

thousand dollars but who's going to work in a garment factory
and give 10 thousand dollars except everyone in the factory
that beongs to management.

It's a very unfair advantage.

Ah,

the clout is lacking and that's why you're not getting anything
done for your, for your cause and to help your industry.
FH:

You see the clout then as or the lack of clout being traced
back to the membership rather than to outside kinds of things?

OM:

Well, I think a whole lot of it is, ah, a loss of our political
clout.

Ah, and, ah, to me that's one of the most important
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things that we had going for us, was, ah, being able to elect
people that were favorable, ah, to our cause.

Ah, but, ah, ah,

we've lost that political clout that we did have and ah, I've
../7/

got a fe1ling that we have a little bit of hopes of maybe
coming back, ah, this year because so many of our people are
out of jobs and surely to goodness those people won't vote the
J
same people back in office that have soli us down the river.
But, ah, who knows they, ah, they may do it.
FH:

What do you think happened to the political clout, Opal?

OM:

Well, ah, my views is this, you take a banker that abscons with
a lot of money and they'll bill that article somewhere over in
a page somewhere and it's not very well publicized.

But you

take a union leader that, ah, that makes a mis-step and boy it'll
make banner headlines.

And peqie like, ah, the president of

the Teamsters, you know, that went to prison, and people like
that.

They've hurt the labor movement, ah, and without a doubt,

ah, ah, some of the union has been infiltrated by the Mafia and,
ah, criminal elements ah so it gives all of labor a bad name
and, ah, ah, it's just that, ah, I think that labor movement got
to a place that they were trying to be, ah, decent people, the
majority of them.

But, ah, some of these groups have hurt the

movement, the labor movement and, ah, well I think there's a
lot of things that happened.

Of course the economy right now

is, ah, the most destructive thing for the union because, ah,

\
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ah, when people need jobs, ah, and they get desperate enough,
they're going to cross the picket line regardless because they're
going to feed tteir families one way or another.

And of course,

the economy and such and you know you don't hear them talking
about it getting better for,

ah, a lot of these people, ah, at

the loweru ch, level, the blue collar workers and so on.

Ah,

it doesn't appear that, that this is going to get any better.
Ah, it looks to me like all these people are going to have to
be retrained and all of this, and we don't have the ~eople in
Washington that will, ah, ah, that are willing to, ah, help do
thato

And, ah, so I, I feel like until we get a canplete change

of administration in Washington, we're n::t. going, ah, to be able
to make it because I, ah, this Gail Vandercrass from, ah, our
County Commission down here that's on GTA, ah, he was telling
me that right here in Cabell County that, ah, he was pretty
sure that the unemployment was running as high as 25 or 30
percento

Ana I don't doubt it when you look around and see

how many of these plants is laid off and shut down and retooled
and laid off people who do the retooling and so on, ah, I, I
don't doubt tha;e figures at all, ah, because, ah, I doubt the
figures that come out of Washington because you look around at
all the plants that shut down and, ah, these peqie have been
used to living at a certain level and they're having to cut
back and, ah, ah, the stores, you go in stores and, ah, you
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hardly get waited on because they've cut back on their sales
people, ah, and I suppose because they're not making enough
money to hire a lot of salespeople maybe but I don't know what
it is but I know I, I get kind of unhappy when I go to the store
sometimes because you can't find anybody to tell you 'Where things
are.
BC:

I think there 1 s a lot of things that's brought this on.

Well I think it's, as far as the political dout, ah, labor
~/

can't deliver the botes it promises because the, the, ah, I
think people have become so disillusioned with politics, ah, I
don't think a lot of priliticians even care anymore whether they
get the labor endorsement because they don 1 t, labor doesn't
deliver the votes.

t know that Bidon that spoke at the

convention
JC:

Senator Bidon :fiom Delaware.

BC:

Ah, he said labor is going to have to get off its duff and start

(BM:

Mmm hmm)

working again and I think it proves that, ah, when Reagan took
so many in the last general election that he took so many of
the industrial states, ah, that, ah, labor endorses that they
can't deliver the votes.

I know I worked, ah, have been active

politically, ah, when I was still in the shop, ah, I 1 ve taken
our local politicians in, you know, the labor endorsed candidates.
I escorted a lot of them through our plant and, ah, the women
for the most part, ah, could care less, ah, it was just, ah,
their, tl:Ei..r reaction to politics is leave it to someone else,
you know, who cares, and, ah, as far as recruiting workers out
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of the shops to work for candidates that were endorsed by
labor, ah, we couldn't, I mean it was just nill, we couldn't
get any, you know, women they work, they work their 7 hours
they got to go home and feed their kids or feed their husband,
their husband is jealous, they don't want them out at night,
they don't want them involved in anything and, ah, as far as
the women, you know, in the garment shops there's very little
political participation and
BM:

Did you, excuse me, did you talk with the younger people,
the newer people?

BC:

Ah, you mean the, ah,

BM:

The new people that came in to work that wouldn't participate
in the political

BC:

Well, no not really, ah, it, you know, course we are as we
said before, the average wage, I mean age of the workers was
around 45 and these were older women and, ah, we've had
difficulties is raising, ah, COPE monies which t here again if
the women are, ah, ah, self supporting you know or widows or
for whatever reason, ah, 3 bucks is 3 bucks or whatever they

,~
were asking for or hop~,ing to get per member.

You know, ah,

~ -'

we have always found it very difficult to raise political funds
within

the shop, I mean within the garment shops and, ah, they

were just totally not interested in politics at all or, ah, or
the union's, you know, part in politics and you try to educate
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them you know at local meetings and stuff but, ah, look we need
people in there that are for our causes, you know, that will
see that these necessary bills are passed or the laws are changed
you know, to help us and, ah, they, they just could care less,
and I think it's the apathy.

I know that's the way it was in

my shop.
FH:

Do you think that will have changed now with, ah, that the
recession and the high unemployment will have, when the economy
unemployment will have, when the economy begins its upwardswing,
I hope, I hope?

BC:

I don't know, I, probably most of them blame it on, on the
politicians, ah, you know, ah, the, it may, it may have a real
good affect, you know, in turning their attitude around or it
could be just completely, I mean you know, just, ah, make
them more, make them more, ah, ah, you know, against, against
the politicians.

OM:

I think everybody ought to read the book I'm reading.
the, ah, "Devil's Advocate".

It's

Have you all read, read that?

Ah,

it scared me to death and it talks about these kind of things.
You know, people being apathetic and letting, ah, people grab
power and, ah, ah, I think that's exactly what's happened.
BC:

Well people, I think you know, what I found they were just so
disillusioned with politicians I had, ah, I took, ah, I believe
it was, ah, Representative Nick Joe Rahal through the plant, ah,
one year when he was up for re-election and, ah, one of

my
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coworkers got real smart with me and, ah, she just refused to
ta1k to him and, ah, ah, some of them would say in the bathroom
"Well I pay their salaries now", you know, when we would be
trying to raise, ah, COPE monies to support our endorsed
candidates, and

ah, "Well I pay their salaries now" you know7

and so many of them weren't even registered to vote, you know,
ah, that, I think as far as women workers, or the ones I
worked with, ah, they were just, ah, absolutely

(END OF SIDE 1).

(START SIDE 2) •

JC:

As 1 was saying I think probably the biggest problem we have
with organized labor is that their members are not educated,
changing times.

I think one of the biggest problems that

organized labor has today is due to success, that we've had for

40 straight years, 30 years, 1940 to 1970.

We made great gains

got just about everything possible to get, then we got to the
point where we couldn't get no more so you go up for a new
contract and just keeping what you got, maybe a cost of living
raise, that's it and the people was saying "The union's no good.
You didn't get me nothing."

They got 13 weeks paid vacation,

you got health funds, welfare and they got this and that and
everythi.ng going.

There was nothing left and the people weren't

educated about what a union's selling them a:flEr they didn't
get them anything else.

We got them too much, in my opinion.

And it got to the point there was nothing left to get them and
they started saying, "Well the union is selling us out.

They're
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We should have started training the

people years ago, "Look you can only get so much, so many
apples in a barrel and when you get that last one out there's
nothing left in there to get, just hold what we got.
people "Were never educated to it.
they're not educated to it.

But

Sarne way with politics,

COPE, which is, I got involved

in back in the 50s and the reason I got involved in it, I was
working at the steel mill at the time and they had a strike
out in Indiana or Illinois, I forget now which one it was, it
was Buckland Steel, I mean they were out something like 20
some weekso

They finally got a good contract and they had

something in that contract that's what everybody stayed out for
and after they went back to work and the State Legislature
convened and they made it against the law for these people to
receive this in this contract so that knocked that out.

That's

when we started COPE in the steel industry, ah,
VS:

What is COPE?

JC:

Political education.

OM:

Committee on Political Education.

JC:

Committee on Political Education.

If you don't spend your

monies wisely, whatever you get at the bargain table you can
lose in laws.
a few dollars.

So you have to work hard at it and spend, spend
Ah, we never educated our people.

I had just

last week, I'm in an area that's practically all Republicans.
I think that's a mistake that unions have done throughout the
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years, strictly backing Democrats.

We've had some good

Republicans throughout the times that I've run into personally.
But we were backing Democrat because he was a Democrato

We had

one in Maryland, I lived in Maryland years ago, and his name

v
is Senator Bell and he had the best poteing recors in the history
of the State of Maryland for labor.

Had a Joseph Tideing come

in , a young Kennedy copycat of some sort.

He was from the

,I

Dupont family and labor all backed him.

But Senator Bell had

the best voteing records in the history of Maryland for labor.
,,

lcz.:.,,

So thy backed Tideing, Tideing was elected.

Course that was

back in the 50s when the unions had some clout.
didn't last long.

Anyway he

He got, he only lasted one term.

He was

against, ah, ah, the Rifle Association so they got rid of him.
He only lasted one term.
is educate the people.

But the thing we really need to do
Like for example, I just started to

say was, I was down in the southwest corner of Virginia last
week and it's all Republicans in the area.

And as soon as they

hear that ILG or labor is, ah, endorsing Mondale, you know,
they're all upset because they're Republicans.

Now I preach

at them on the level, the state level of government and I had
them just right last weeko

Which is, probably

what happened

to them is only fair but throughout the years the people's been
there, and this is an old organized shop and they have some fine
benefits.

If you get 3 or 4 weeks paid vacation, they pay you

in July, when they shut down in July.

Then come Christmastime

they're off with their families.

Throughout the past they could

draw unemployment while they're off.
it.
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Said, "You're double dipping."

they were really mad.
we need COPE."

This year the State stopped
Which really they are.

But

I said, "Well that's one of the reasons

I said, "Just the State of West Virginia they
on it.

put a
you got rid of it.

You had it, you fought it,

But they're fighting to get it back nowo

Not only that you're paying taxes on your unemi;x:,yment, you
never have before.
now . "

they're taxing it

(94-95)

I said, "That's the things we need COPE monies for, to

fight . "

So that opened their eyes just by not drawing unemploy-

ment for that one week, so little things like that help a lot.
But we have to educate the people and, you know, you can go
on and on and on you know take, educating is one thing, getting
morw from them is one thing, like I tell them7
go out and vote you lose everything.
and then you don't vote.
dollars.

I don't want your 3 dollars

I'd just as soon you keep your

3

Give an example like McGovern County, Maryland, which

is the richest county in the country.
D. C.

but if you don't

It's right outside of

That's where all your senators live and all your big

backers and so forth and so on.

And they have a 98% registered

in the county and they have about a 95% vote.

The rich people

vote and the poor people stay home and cry.
FH:

Is labor making, ah, an effort in, in this election to register
members?
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JC:

Yeso

BC:

Yeso

FH:

A real effort to register and then to, ah, facilitate voteing
like the League of Women Voters goes and picks up people and
takes them to the polls?

OM:

Well now

BC:

Yeah, you're talking about busing them to the polls.

OM:

The League of Women Voters didn't do the picking up it was
our labor group that the League of Women Voters would give, ah,
our telephone number and our labor people went and picked up
people.

Ah, so the League of Women Voters took credit for

scrething, ah, that they only took the calls and then they
called us, ah, so, ah, ah, really (chuckles) they didn't do,
didn't put their money where their mouth was .
FH:

And, ah, ah,

You mean there was amlationship be~en the League of Women
Voters and what labor group?

OM:

Ah, the Huntington District Labor Council at that time was
what it was called but now it's Southwester, ah,

(128)

Coun:il, and, ah, now, ah, I think that a lot of groups are really,
ah, like, ah, the Democrat Committee, is really, ch, some of them,
since this postcard registration came in, they're making a big
effort to, ah, get people registered.

Ah, our Democm:: Women's

✓
Club has got, ah, a woman that's over ~oters r~stration and
we're going to try, ah, to get people registeredo

The fact of

the matter is I registered the girl next door and contacted the
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people across the street because they're not registered and, ah,
I'm a notary and, ah, so, ah, I've got some cards and I'm trying
to register everybody that I can find that's not registered.
But, ah, and I've offered my services to, ah, any group that
wants to, to, ah, help get people
know, ah, as a notary.

registered.

So, ah, you

A lot of us really feel strongly about

the, ah, ah, political situation and, ah, we feel strongly
that, ah, as Joe said, that anything that's negoticated in a
union contract can be taken away by law overnight.

And, ah,

although I'm retired I still want to see the people have an
opportunity to work and I want to see them have, ah, ah, decent
working conditions.
JC:

I'm waiting for the day

(154-155 (lot of noise))

because the women are majority in this country.

The women own

the majority of wealth in this country but they always take a
back seat.

I hope I live long enough that they get out and

vote and use the power that they have, cause they should be
running this country, really.
BM:

What would describe our, certainly problems that affect women
in terms of the union, but they aren't, they certainly aren't
exclusively women's problems, you know, do you see anything
that is a particular problem for women in the union or a
particular opportunity for women in the union?

JC:

Well there's plenty of opportunities for women in the uniono
think it still goes back to grass roots that you're still in

\
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your minds I think they get it, from day one you start to
school, the school system has got to be changed.

I know the

whole time I went through public shcools, high school, not one
thing did I read about labor unions.

I read about the history

of Russia and the history of England and the history of Germany
and France.
this country.

I

I
I

Nothing about the history of the labor movement in
And I don't think-today I asked my son who's

graduated from High School if he's had anything about it.
might get some in college if you take that course.

You

There is

nothing about the history of the labor movement in this country
in public s:hools, which it definitely should be in th:re cause
I think the labor union made this country what it is today.

Ah,

same way with women, they get put in a stereotype position and
they sit back and their husbands are put in a sterotype of she's
supposed to do what he tells her to do and so on.

They've got

a very important role to play and so if they get off that apron
and get out in the street and start playing it, we're going to
stay like we are cause they do have the majority of the people
in this country are women and they own the majority of the

I
I
I

money.

They outlive men and everything else and there's, it's

proven they've got just as much smarts if not more than the
men do and they should be doing the job and they're not cause
they're not getting out in the street.
I don't know.

Now whose fault it is

BC:
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Why I think it goes back to the fact that, ah, if, in most
all cases a working woman is holding down 2 jobs.

She, she's

getting paid for one but she's holding down 2 jobs.

Her spare

time is so limited that, ah, they can't participate and alot of
times and things trey would like to participate in that are
good worthy causes but they don't have the time because they
have husbands and children and, ah, housewrk and, ah, all
these other things to do that they don't have the time to
~

devote to cause~- that they, I know that's what I found that,
r

ah, ah, when they get off work they go home.

That's it.

And

ah, they just don't have the time to devote.
FH:

Now if, if you had to describe a typical woman activist in
the labor movement, say for instance what would her marital
status be, what would her age be, from what you said

BC:

Ah, I would say probably around 40 years old, ah, with, ah,
a sympathetic husband say that would be either, ah, a union
person himself or also involved, of course as Joe and I both
are, ah, a husband that would be sympathetic to her spending
time away :fiom the home, ah, and, ah, a husband that would be
willing to share the home chores to enable her to partictate
in these things, and, ah, ah, that doesn't exist in very many
cases.

A lot of, ah, most of the women that, ah, that we had
(,

on the executive board, ah, I'd say 3 of them aresingle and,
ah, the ones that were married are so limited to, ah, say if
participating in somethi.ng that would require a trip, say to

\
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participate in a convention which are necessary, within~ your
own union as well as, ah, State Federation, ah, functions,
conventions, and things and, ah, very often that, ah, it, nobody
wanted to go because their husbands would object or they couldn't
you know, take the time away from home to be away from home 2
or 3 days or the time required and, ah, I think to have all
these things, like I said, is very seldom that, that the ideal
situation exists and, ah, we're, you know, it, a woman feels
guilty too if she, you know, if she takes time away from home,
you know, where she should be at home doing this or away from
her children or whatever.
JC :

Well that gets back -to education again.

If she's started out

in school that she should have the same opportunities that a
man does and she should follow her concious or whatever as
she's goinglthrough life, she should be able to do it just
I

like a man.

But they don't pursue it because they're not

trained that way (BC & JC talking at once)
BC:

•• • well the men aren't trained that way either.

JC:

••• down everything else.

BC:

I mean the, th~ most often the husband even, ah, I'm sure Joe
had run up against it, even though the husbands are actually,
ah, union members themselves they still resent their wives
being active in anything.

And so often, ah, a family will

determine even whether, ah, one would run for an office within
the local or whatever

\ ·
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home, you know, and this, say even we would need to elect a
shop stuart or whatever and we would strees, you know, that,
ah, her duties would be confined to the shop and working hours
that it wouldn't require anything, you know, any, any outside
time that, that wouldn't involve her leisure time.
FH:

What about young women?

Ah, Vivian and I were talking ab:ut

this the other day, ah, ah, the attitude of just, of women
just entering the shop or just entering the, ah, the job.
What's their attitude as, as union members or as political
union members?
JC:

Well my expe:ience they're completely oblivious to what's going
on.

They don't know nothing about politics.

nothing about the unbn.

They don't know

They come in here as a new worker

and they don't know nothing.
VS:

They just have their own gripes and they want that settled
regardless of anything Eise.

JC:

That goes back to education.
getting it.

They don't get it.

They're not

Not only the female, the male's not either.

I 1 ve

made house calls when I was organizing the union and the
woman said, "Oh God, please leave before my husband gets hereo
I'll sign a card.

I'll sign it in the shop.

I definitely

want to belong to the union but if my husband finds out about
it he'll beat the heck out of me."
committee and I 1 d feel real bad.
Virginia a few years back.

I've had people on my
I was up in Martinsburg, West

I had the labor board in because we
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had some child chaJg=s filed against the company so you had to
give a statement to the labor board and of course we had so
many people in it takes time to get affidavids and she called
her house said, "It's running a little bit later.
home as soon as possible."

I'll be

Anyway next day she doesn't

work and she doesn't come in the next day, say she's sick.
Three days later I seen her she's still black and blueu and
that's some of the conditions that, you know, women find7 and
it's a shame.

That real~; it tore my heart apart to see her.
I

Her eye was black and her lips were still swollen, you know,
and it's awful that still happens so much.

You don't think it

exists anymore, same as it was back in the 40s.

You get back

in the rural areas and you'll see it cause it's lack
education in those parts.
BC:

of

(PAUSE)

But as far as the young people I think, ah, I think there again
is where unions are, or the labor movement is losing.

It is

because the young ~eople are not dedicated.
BM:

They take it for granted?

BC:

Yeah, ah, that's the apathy I talked about or if, ah, let
someone else do the work as long as I get my, ah, you know, as
long as I'm taken care of,
anything.
you know.

you know, I don't have to do

And I heard this in the shop too, "Well I pay dues",
And, ah

BM:

It' s " I pay my dues"?

BC:

Yeah, right.

FH:
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Well, I, I'm just baseing on some of the things you said, Betty,
ah, I'm curious about what all of you think the relationship is
between women unionists and the women's movemento

If

you think

if you, if you, if it's been your experience that women who are
active in, ah, in the labor movement see themselves as, as, ah,
related to the women's movement or as feminists or,

have you,

have you noticed that link or is there a link?
BC:

Yeah, I th:irk so.

I've had the ERA come up to me, by my

ex-husband Ollie and he threw it up to me that, ah, ah, and he
was active in the labor movement too.

And, ah, I had it thrown

up to me that, that, ah, and I resented, you know, the, because
I haven't gone out for, you know, I don't fight for ERA.

I'm

certainly sympathetic, you know, but simply because I was
becoming active, you know, and had a voice in things and
participated in things, you know, and you become a little
independent or, ah, stand up for yourself more I guess, you
know, and you question things or whatever, the more involved
you get, you know, the freer you get or, you know, you feel like
that you rare a right to, ah, stand up for something or stand up
for yourself or whatever, you know.
OM:

And I see a definite link.

I feel the same way, ah, ah, I, ah, ah, I think that, ah, due
to the fact that I became so involved in the union was,ah, sort
of opened my eyes and I started looking around and really saw,
ah, what was ~appening.

And I think that you have to have a

little bit of age on you before you really begin to, to, ah,
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I think that, ah, in young women, ah, in all

probabilities their love affairs blind them (laughter in background)
to, ah, what is really happening to them, I really feel that way.
And after that newness wears off well then they begin looking
around and begin seeing that they have, ah,
lost something.

(chuckles) they've

And, ah, I think that they have to go through

that stage.
BC:

Well I think it's like, ah, I preached to a step-daughter I
had, ah, that so often with, ah,~ youre a child and you're
under the rule of your parents and then you go to school and
you're under the rule of your teachers, you know, or you still
have to go to school, pu know, you have rules to abide by and
say especially in a girl, ah, then she gets married, you know,
shortly after school or immediata.y after school, then she comes
under the rule of her husband and she never really knows
independence as a person should or doesn't, wouldn't appreciate
it, you know, ah, and, ah, so you, you go, you know, from
somebody else, belonging to someone else and being ruled by
someone else and then, of course like Opal said, you have to
get a certain age on you and a certain amount of experience
behind you before you become independent and I think that,
that, ah, the, as far as the labor movement it has given women
more independence er, you know, ah, I'd say all of our members
that were strong union members was strong women to start with.
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I mean it was, you know, that they we:en't afraid to speak out
or, ah, you know, try to seek independence or recognition to
say 'Hi, I'm a person, I may be female', you know,

'the weaker

sex but I still have a right to be heard', you know,

'to do

my thing'.
VS:

Yeah but didn't you feel that the, ah, ah, person was more
outspoken andmore involved out of your local union and gave of
their time, were the people that you could depend on, on
anything that came up on the political issue or what have you
than the younger people that you couldn't even talk to that
wanted to get paid for everything that they did?

BC:

Oh

yeah, or expecting something for nothing.

VS:

I think that's what's ruined the COPE program as such, you
know, back for a few years because us older ones, we did our
volunteer work, never even thought about getting paid and all
these younger ones come in and they want, they want to get
paid for it.

And I, you were talking about getting involved,

when I went to work, ah, I, the first thing I did was start
going to the union meetings, and then, ah, I went to school at
Morgantown under the Labor Institute and, ah, Opal was in the
group and that was back in 59, early 60s (OM:

Fifty-nine, early

60s) and that first year I went to school, which was in June or
July, I put in a hundred volunteer hours working on card files.
My husband never said anything.

The only thing that he ever

told me during the years that I put volunteer hours in was,
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"Get your rest".

He said you, he never did say you can't go

to this or you can't go to that because I'd defy him (laughter)
I would have, because I just felt, you know, cause I didn't
get paid for all this and I did it because I wanted to do it.
OM:

I think that, ah, that you and I are the two (laughingly)
volunteeringest volunteers in the country.

BC:

(Laughter)

Maybe you all were just trying to get away from somethi.ng (OM: No)
or to hide form something, you know.

VS:

No, no we were always busy, always doing someBting.

OM:

I used to get o~f from work and I wouldn't even go home.

~-

I'd

go down to the labor council and work till, ah,
VS:

Mmm hmm, I've done that lots of times.

OM:

Ten or eleven o'clock at night.

BC:

Well see, there again it goes back that when you have, ah, young
people coming in to the shops or factories or whatever, they are
more likely to have small children and be confined even more to
the home placeo

Rather than, than say your middleaged or on,

you know, and they don't have, they don't, ah, th:ir mind is so
busy taking care of necessities, you know, that there isn't any
time left.

I know when my children was small and I was working,

ah, I was lucky if I read the newspaper.

You know, I mean it

was things I had to make priorities and, ah, it, my priorities
was my home and children and my job.

And I didn't become active

in the, I had worked for several years, ah, probably 10 or 12
years before I became active in the union.
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Well I, ah, see I ddn't have any family and, ah, my husband was
in service and, ah, gone most of the time, ah, so I, I, you
know, I didn't have that kind of a problem.

Vivian had a husband

that was, ah, agreeable, ah, to her working and he, he was very
helpful, I think.

Ah, Vivian told me he used to do a lot of

the cooking and these kind of things, ah, in other words he was
a man to be, ah, praised.

So, ah, ah, we had an advantage over

the majority of the women I think and, ah,
VS:

And my mother-in-law took care of my baby, a boy.

OM:

And most of our women, ah, from, ah, that was active in the
union was either women like me that had no, ah, practically
had no husbands or, ah, or widows, ah, I think that, ah, Emma
Lou was the only one that was, ah, very active in the unbn
that did have a husband.

Ah, and of course I had Frank until

he died but he died in the early part of the 6Os so I didn't
have him after that.

So, ah

VS:

So it does, that bears out what I said that, ah

OM:

That makes, ah, that makes, ch, what, you know, give you more
of an opportunity.

FH:

(pause)

Well I'm still, I'm still, ah, back on this ideacgain because it,
it is striking that, that all of you, ah, come across as very
strong, determined women and, ah, again, ah, I'm curious about
what you, when the women's movement did come along, how you felt
about it, if you saw yourself in the movement or if it was
outside you if it spoke to you at all as women workers?
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There was a few

things, you know, early on like burning their bras and some of
these (VS:

(laughingly) I didn't go for that either) ah, silly

things you know, there was one or two things I didn't agree
with them on, ah, like quotas, you know, ah, in other words,
ah, the first, the last hired the first out, you know, and
some of those things.

I've got to much union in me to, ah,

see them destroy my senority.
I thought it was great.

Ah, and, ah, but on the whole

I thought it was great to see the

women, ah, ah, starting to, ah, realize, ah, what was happening
to them and, ah, ah, I think I was very happy about it.
BC:

(chuckles)

I've always felt positive about it, especially where there's
such discrimination in, ah, wages, ah, for same jobs performed,
ah, same capabilities, ah, same, ah, ah, smarts if you want
to call it, you know.

But where there has been such

discrimination and, ch, I would say I am a feminist or whatever.
You know, ah, ah, that doesn't show (laughs) but I've always
been sympathetic too, some of the stuff was ridiculous.

Now I

certainly don't want to be a man, I enjoy the contrast, you
know, in certain area~ (laughter)

But, ah, if I was performing

a job alongside a man and, ah, doing the same type of work, I
would certainly expect the same type pay and I think where
they've come in that piBsibly the only thing is lurting dependant
women with children that, they've caused some of the laws to be
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changed that, ah, I think cases, it should be where, cases
should be, ah, lawsuites in case of divorces or whatever, you
know where exceptions can be made, ah, with laws or rules you
know, that, ah, where women can, where they carry, you know,
ERA has carried so far that, ah, like, ah, child support you
know and different areas that, I think they have hurt women in
some areas is wh:t:. I'm trying to say.
I'd say is good.
anyway.

But the overall picture

It's been the best thing of my, ah, lifetime

I still think they have a lot of work to do.

(pause)

And I'll helpo (chuckles)
VS:

I think the best thing that they could do is to have their own
group to have, I cbn't know how I can say this, have lawyers
that could go in and help people instead of this ERA andlHuman
Rights because they are so slow and 9 times out of 10 they
won't help anyway.
people.

They should have their own lawyers to help

Somebody that you could go to and talk to.

OM:

Are you speaking of the women's groups?

VS :

Mmm hmm.

OM:

Ah,

FH:

I think Vivian is talking specifically about some experiences

(lengthy pause)

that she's had with the ERA and, ah, the Human Rights Commission
trying to file suits after the grievence procedure have been
inadequate within the plant.

Trying to file, ah, a suit, which

is, which can be very time consuming.
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JC:

Like filing charges with the labor board.

BC:

It becomes so dragged out.

JC:

Filing charges with the labor board it takes you an average
now of 5 years to get it taken care of.
(End of '!'APE 4)
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